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NEW YACHTS - Moonride Yachts - Moonride 58 F
Condition: new
Year: 2021

The Moonride 58 Fly unites a classic style with high technology construction standards, including
lamination with infusion process. The Moonride 58 Fly is a made in Italy yacht, built in a Boutique
Shipyard environment. The vessel reaches excellent performances with reduced consumption being
propelled by two Volvo IPS 950. Thanks to IPS transmission a reduced vibrations and reduced noise
level complete the feelings of great sense of comfort, either cruising at low speed, within the
facilitation of manoeuvring thanks to joysticks, or at full speed over 37 kns. The possibility to equip the
vessel with Gyro stabilisers complete the absolute comfort onboard. The Moonride 58 Fly is an elegant
yacht which inspires comfort and intimate atmosphere as soon as you look at her. The main deck offers
a comfortable sofa and table along with a large sun pad for extra seating and relax either aft and fore.
From deck one can access the crew cabin, equipped with bed and bathroom with shower. The cabin has
an exclusive entrance leaving the owner and guests in absolute privacy. The main salon offers elegance
combined with modern sparks, using warm colours highlighted by the natural lights. The main living
has a plasma/led TV, sofas and table which creates a pleasant lounge area. Forward of the lounge area
you find the main helm station with the instrument panel and excellent visibility to facilitate handling.
On the port side you will find a spacious and practical galley with a refrigerator, hob, oven and
everything you can find in an Italian kitchen. Starboard side of helm station you enter by stairs in the
cabins area. The elegant master cabin of the Moonride 58 is an entire suite positioned forward. It has
queen-sized bed, an LCD TV and hi-fi system and ensuite. At the midship, port and starboard side you
find two twin cabins and the second bathroom. A beautiful relaxing area is located on the fly bridge.
This area boasts relaxing seating with 360 degree panoramic view and the second helm station. Contact
us for additional details
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